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SUBJECT:

AGENCY PREPARATION FOR EXTREME WEATHER EVENT:
PRECIPITATION AND FLOODING

ISSUE
Our agency has previously developed vulnerability and criticality assessments through
our climate change management program (www.metro.net/ecsd). These efforts have
resulted in documentation of critical service and infrastructures and most likely
vulnerabilities as a result of extreme heat, flooding, wind, as well as the increased
frequency of precipitation that can result in flooding . The documents also provide
actions of which our agency can undertake to strengthen our current protocols of
business continuity and service; including efforts to increase the resiliency of our assets
and maintain a state of good repair. Proactive efforts are underway in the construction
of new facilities and retrofits of existing ones, for example during the Blue Line
refurbishment project. Through our Environmental Management System (EMS), staff
from various business units including construction, operations, corporate safety,
homeland security, and environmental compliance and sustainability are working
together to develop and implement action plans and minimize vulnerabilities, especially
to identified critical assets.
Specific to the growing concern of a significant El Nino event during the 2015-2016
winter season , staff is advising the Board of the details of these assessments and the
steps being undertaken to reduce anticipated impacts.

BACKGROUND
Metro conducted vulnerability and criticality assessment related to climate change
impacts in 2012 (Attachment A). This resulted in a Climate Action Plan (Plan) that while
primarily was concerned with strategies on how to reduce our agency's greenhouse gas
emissions, had included information on the identification of critical and vulnerable
assets essential to transporting Metro's customers. A critical service or asset would be
extremely difficult or costly to replace or to substitute. Critical assets and services
include:
•
•
•
•

bus and rail fleets;
right-of-way on bus rapid transit (BRT) lines;
heavy rail tracks, stations, and energy infrastructure; and
light rail tracks, stations, and energy infrastructure.

In addition, the Plan also identifies critical facilities. Transit facilities were ranked
according to their ridership, connectivity to other parts of the transit network, and
whether they are the site of current or planned joint development projects.
A follow-up assessment was completed in 2014 (Attachment B) that focuses on
identifying key assets vulnerable to extreme weather events and impacts of a changing
climate. Through the use of existing climate projections (relating to temperature,
precipitation, sea level rise, and wildfire, among others) and applying a risk framework,
the assessment allowed Metro staff to prioritize risks from potential climate impacts and
report on existing resources, data gaps and potential future actions to advance Metro's
progress toward climate resiliency.
The climate summary and vulnerability assessment results from the 2014 study built on
the work carried out for the Plan; and are a valuable guide to understanding the
vulnerability of critical assets. In the context of this Board Box, the vulnerability and
criticality assessment is currently being used (along with the Plan) to design, build or
retrofit our growing transit assets.
In addition to these assessments, staff identified the need for the agency to
measure/evaluate future options through a resiliency framework and the use of
resiliency indicators (Attachment C). Metrics are very important to our agency. The
indicators are designed to provide a mechanism through which we can measure and
prioritize the necessary actions to ensure that our assets and networks are resilient in
the face of climate change and the evolving frequency of extreme weather events. By
working with our Operations and Risk, Safety, and Asset Management business units, it
is expected that the indicators developed through our Climate Change Management
efforts (overseen through the Environmental Compliance and Sustainability group)
could also be utilized in the context of broader hazard and failure reduction planning in
the future.
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An energy risk and vulnerability assessment is also underway to address the needs for
increasing Metro's energy resiliency; and address our evolving needs for energy
efficiency, renewable energy, and cost-reduction strategies resulting from an increasing
transit portfolio. This assessment will be completed by Spring 2016.
DISCUSSION
The Los Angeles region is not a region with high annual precipitation; however, Metro
has already been subject to a number of rain-related impacts in the recent months.
Subway air vents at the street level were designed without anticipating severe
precipitation events and are therefore often subject to flooding. Flooding below-ground
can impact service corridors, electronics rooms, and passenger platforms. Pumps that
currently carry large amounts of groundwater through the subway system could be
inundated, causing major flooding and damage.
Flooding can also wash out bus routes, requiring rerouting, or inundate the rail
alignment, causing slowing or stoppage of the line. This type of impact has been
experienced many times by Metro.
California is currently in a prolonged multi-year drought. As we have seen throughout
our agency's history, drought followed by heavy precipitation can cause severe erosion
and degradation of roads and rail support features. Heavy rain events can also cause
visibility issues for our bus and rail operators, increasing accident potential and/or
slowing service.
Particular to our network, staff had identified the following specific risks consequent to
storms, precipitation, and accompanying storm surges (during a severe storm):
Flooding
1. Increased precipitation may lead to more frequent/severe flooding of
underground tunnels and low-lying infrastructure, requiring drainage and
pumping compared to historical norms.
2. Flooding of platforms causes increase in maintenance costs.
3. Recurring flood events may reduce service life of assets such as tunnels,
resulting in higher replacement/rehabilitation costs
4. Flooding can overload city drainage systems, causing overflow to enter
ventilation shafts and into subway system, potentially causing damage to
electrical systems
5. Flooding may weaken or wash out the soil I culverts supporting roads or rail
infrastructure, requiring repairs, service disruptions/delays.
6. Areas prone to major flooding may be evacuation routes. If flooding prevents bus
or rail routes, evacuations would be affected.
Storm Surges
7. Shortened infrastructure life due to inundation and corrosion of saltwater, for
example at our Santa Monica Expo Line or Long Beach Blue Line Stations.
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Storms
8. Storms and adverse weather may increase chance of accidents, resulting in loss
of service, reliability, reputation, and added costs.
9. Storms may damage a substation, requiring repair.
Wind Events
10. High winds can loosen or dislodge signage on platforms, resulting in public safety
concerns.
11. High winds can dislodge signage along alignment causing debris along route and
resulting in service delays.
12. High winds can dislodge signage along alignment, potentially striking overhead
wires or rolling stock, requiring repairs and potentially decreasing life expectancy
of asset.
Figure 1 shows the combined information from previous studies pertaining to extreme
weather events and their consequences. It shows the relative location of our current
and future rail transportation network as well as our maintenance and transportation
facilities. Figure 2 shows our current and future facilities relative to current, 100-year,
and 500-year floodzones.
Site visits during the previously conducted vulnerability and criticality assessments (as
well as interviews with Metro staff) identified structures that will most likely experience
significant storm and flooding related issues. These issues have either been addressed
or are currently being addressed by staff.
Line
Red Line

Gold Line

Location
WilshireJW estem Station

•

Pump Station 39

•

Hollywood/Western Station
Little Tokyo Station

•
•
•

Division 21

•

Soto Station

•
•

Blue Line

Arizona Traction Power Station
Wardlow Station
Alignment near Long Beach
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lmoacts
Water inundating at-grade vents to underground
control rooms
Flooding of station due to power loss to pump
system
Flooding of control rooms through duct system
Wind events causing signage and canopy
displacement
Flooding of underground communications
systems with no drainage capacity
Storm events or high precipitation causing
landslides
Water inundating at-grade vents to underground
control rooms
Water leaks in ceiling systems causing ceiling
tile springs to corrode
Flooding of substation with no drainage capacity
Storm events caused erosion near rail
Flooding near rail due to poor drainage
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NEXT STEPS
Staff will continue its current efforts to reduce the impacts of extreme weather events.
Preparations include, but are not limited to:
-

Updated assessments of the vulnerability of rail and traction power stations to
flooding;
Cleanout of gutters, elevator/escalator pit drains, and stormdrain inlets;
Increased inventory of sand bags;
Identification of staging locations;
Inventory of additional roof leak locations other than those already known;
Preventative checks on pumps and emergency power sources;
Reduction of fleet (rail and bus) leaks; and
Assessment of slope and flood infrastructure mitigation at various locations in the
system.
Develop and distribute 2016 .Employee Personal Preparedness Guide with
attached El Nino Preparedness bulletin to all personnel including the Board and
Board Deputies - electronic copy on November 6; hardcopies beginning on
November 20.

Staff will continue the close coordination among our various business units to implement
impact reducing efforts resulting from the anticipated 2015-2016 El Nino. We will
periodically report back on our successes and challenges on these efforts.
ATTACHMENTS
A. Climate Action and Adaptation Plan, June 2012
B. Climate Vulnerability and Risk Assessment, 2014
C. Resiliency Indicator Framework, 2015
Figure 1. Critical and At Risk Facilities
Figure 2. Current, 100-year, and 500-year Flood Zones
Prepared by:
Emmanuel (Cris) CB Liban, EO, Environmental Compliance/Sustainability
213/922-2471
Alex DiNuzzo, Executive Director (Interim), Maintenance
213/922-5860
Denise Longley, DEO, Enterprise Transit Asset Management
213/922-7294
Aldon Bordenave, Sr. Homeland Security Spec., Emergency Management
213/922-2802
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A. Climate Action and Adaptation Plan , June 2012

B. Climate Vulnerability and Risk Assessment, 2014

C. Resiliency Indicator Framework, 2015
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*Assets identified as historically vulnerable by LA Metro staff

Scale: 1 inch = 5 miles

Source Los Angeles County,
Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authonty

Figure 1 - Critical and At Risk Facilities
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LA Metro Climate Adaptation Analysis
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
June 2013
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Figure 2 - Current, 100-year, and 500-year Flood-Zones
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